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Tuesday 09/04/2018

Extra Resources
Attachments
MultiplyingandDividingDecimalsAnchorChart.PNG
DIFFERENTIAEDMATHCENTERS.docx
MathCentersWeekof9-3.docx

Intervention
Attachments
NBTRemediationPractice.pdf
Powersoftenindependentpractice.pdf

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can explain the pattern in the placement of the decimal when a decimal is divided by a Power of 10.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Warm up: Martha's Multiplication Error (attached)
• Dividing decimals by powers of 10
• Example: Every time a number is divided by 10, the digits shift one place to the right in the quotient, so when dividing by 10 two times like in 15.3 / 102, every

digit shits 2 places to the right (0.153)
• Give students problems on the board to practice on their white boards
CENTERS:

Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation

Technology:
--IXL J.1, G.1, & G.4
--Standard and Scientific Notation BrainPop video & Quiz (NearPod Code: KUFMS)

Independent: Dividing Powers of 10 chart

Making Meaning/Application:
--Powers of 10 Task Cards
--Games:
*Tic Tac Toe (powers of ten)
*Roll a Row (patterns with powers)
*Snakes (comparing digit values)
--Problem of the day 3-1 through 3-5
--Interactive Notebook: Write a Number accordion
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--Daily Math Practice Journal

Extension:
--Powers of 10 games
--Smart to the core word problems
--Spot the error cards

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent, hundredths, multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths,
value

RESOURCES: (attached)
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.1.2 Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the
decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10. (DOK 2)

Attachments
HWWeekof93KEY.pdf
U1T2L6DivisionPowersof101.docx
U1T2L6MartasMultiplicationError1.pptx

Science
Nature of Science Week 1 Summative
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Wednesday 09/05/2018

Early Release

Extra Resources

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can explain the pattern in the placement of the decimal when a decimal is divided by a Power of 10.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Continue working on dividing decimals by powers of 10 (practice on whiteboards)
CENTERS:

Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation

Technology:
--IXL J.1, G.1, & G.4
--Standard and Scientific Notation BrainPop video & Quiz (NearPod Code: KUFMS)

Independent: Exit Ticket (attached)

Making Meaning/Application:
--Powers of 10 Task Cards
--Games:
*Tic Tac Toe (powers of ten)
*Roll a Row (patterns with powers)
*Snakes (comparing digit values)
--Problem of the day 3-1 through 3-5
--Interactive Notebook: Write a Number accordion
--Daily Math Practice Journal

Extension:
--Powers of 10 games
--Smart to the core word problems
--Spot the error cards

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent, hundredths, multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths,
value

RESOURCES: (attached)
Standards

MAFS.5.NBT.1.2 Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the
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decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10. (DOK 2)

Attachments
EXITTICKETDividngDecimals.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can explain the changes that occur to water as it moves from one part of the water cycle to another.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• SRE question of the day
• Warm up: http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/weather-and-climate/water-cycle.htm
• Thinking map (notebook): have students draw a cloud in their notebook with "water can change" in the center. Have them list different ways that water can

change (melt, freeze, evaporate, collect in puddles and bodies of water, etc.)
• Go through water cycle PowerPoint and have students complete foldable/notes
• Review evaporation (liquid water changes to water vapor), condensation (water vapor changes to liquid water), precipitation (water vapor changes to liquid

water)
• Condensation may take the form of a cloud, fog, dew, frost, and/or humidity
• Precipitation may take the form of rain, hail, sleet, and/or snow
APPLICATION: Students may color their foldable and glue it into their science notebook

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: collection, condensation, evaporation, freshwater, heat gain/warming, heat loss/cooling, liquid water, precipitation, reservoir, resources
(renewable & nonrenewable), runoff, saltwater, solid water/ice, states of matter, water cycle, water vapor/gas

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.E.7.1 Create a model to explain the parts of the water cycle. Water can be a gas, a liquid, or a solid and can go back and forth from one state to another.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.E.7.2 Recognize that the ocean is an integral part of the water cycle and is connected to all of Earth's water reservoirs via evaporation and precipitation
processes. (DOK 2)

Attachments
DoodleNotesFREETheWaterCycleInteractiveNotebookBUNDLEFREEBIE.zip
TheWaterCycle.pptx
Grade4EarthandSpace4.E.6.4.pdf
Grade4EarthandSpaceAnswerKey4.E.6.4.pdf
WaterCycleDiagramNotes.pdf
WaterCycleNotes.pdf
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Thursday 09/06/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can explain the pattern in the placement of the decimal when a decimal is divided by a Power of 10.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Continue working on dividing decimals by powers of 10 (practice on whiteboards)
CENTERS:

Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation

Technology:
--IXL J.1, G.1, & G.4
--Standard and Scientific Notation BrainPop video & Quiz (NearPod Code: KUFMS)

Independent: Extension Practice

Making Meaning/Application:
--Powers of 10 Task Cards
--Games:
*Tic Tac Toe (powers of ten)
*Roll a Row (patterns with powers)
*Snakes (comparing digit values)
--Problem of the day 3-1 through 3-5
--Interactive Notebook: Write a Number accordion
--Daily Math Practice Journal

Extension:
--Powers of 10 games
--Smart to the core word problems
--Spot the error cards

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent, hundredths, multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths,
value

RESOURCES: (attached)
Standards
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MAFS.5.NBT.1.2 Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the
decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10. (DOK 2)

Attachments
EXITTICKETDividngDecimals.docx
U1T2L7ExtensionPractice1.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can create a model to explain the parts of the water cycle.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• SRE question of the day
• Water cycle model question (complete as a class)
• Bill Nye: Water Cycle + video quiz

APPLICATION: video quiz, go over as a class

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: collection, condensation, evaporation, freshwater, heat gain/warming, heat loss/cooling, liquid water, precipitation, reservoir, resources
(renewable & nonrenewable), runoff, saltwater, solid water/ice, states of matter, water cycle, water vapor/gas

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.E.7.1 Create a model to explain the parts of the water cycle. Water can be a gas, a liquid, or a solid and can go back and forth from one state to another.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.E.7.2 Recognize that the ocean is an integral part of the water cycle and is connected to all of Earth's water reservoirs via evaporation and precipitation
processes. (DOK 2)

Attachments
WaterCycleModelQuestion.docx
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Friday 09/07/2018

Extra Resources

Intervention

Math
LEARNING TARGET: I can explain the pattern in the placement of the decimal when a decimal is divided by a Power of 10.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• Review & test
• Finish up centers
CENTERS:

Small Group: teacher pulls groups for remediation

Technology:
--IXL J.1, G.1, & G.4
--Standard and Scientific Notation BrainPop video & Quiz (NearPod Code: KUFMS)

Independent: Dividing by powers of 10 Formative

Making Meaning/Application:
--Powers of 10 Task Cards
--Games:
*Tic Tac Toe (powers of ten)
*Roll a Row (patterns with powers)
*Snakes (comparing digit values)
--Problem of the day 3-1 through 3-5
--Interactive Notebook: Write a Number accordion
--Daily Math Practice Journal

Extension:
--Powers of 10 games
--Smart to the core word problems
--Spot the error cards

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: base-ten numeral, decimal, digit, expanded form, exponent, hundredths, multi-digit, number names, power of 10, tenths, thousandths,
value

RESOURCES: (attached)
Standards
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MAFS.5.NBT.1.2 Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the
decimal point when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10. (DOK 2)

Attachments
DividingPowersof10Formative.docx

Science
LEARNING TARGET: I can create and label a model to explain the parts of the water cycle.

WHOLE GROUP LESSON/SKILLS:
• SRE question of the day
• Review water cycle
APPLICATION: Water cycle model lab (using 2-liter soda bottles)-complete in groups. Have students make observations in their science notebook using the
following guiding questions:
-What happened?
-Why did it happen?
-Draw a picture of what happened
-How many drops of water fell (precipitation)?

ACADEMIC LANGUAGE: collection, condensation, evaporation, freshwater, heat gain/warming, heat loss/cooling, liquid water, precipitation, reservoir, resources
(renewable & nonrenewable), runoff, saltwater, solid water/ice, states of matter, water cycle, water vapor/gas

RESOURCES:
Standards

SC.5.E.7.1 Create a model to explain the parts of the water cycle. Water can be a gas, a liquid, or a solid and can go back and forth from one state to another.
(DOK 3)
SC.5.E.7.2 Recognize that the ocean is an integral part of the water cycle and is connected to all of Earth's water reservoirs via evaporation and precipitation
processes. (DOK 2)
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